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Abstract
We present a lightweight framework composed of two extensions to
introduce precomputed radiance transfer (PRT) to X3D. Depending on the basis function, PRT is used to simulate shading, complex light transfer and effects like subsurface scattering and caustics in real time by projecting incident light and transfer functions
into frequency space, which allows the solution of the integration of
the rendering equation through a simple dot product. Light transfer
from incident to transferred radiance thus becomes a matter of solving dot products of coefficient vectors, which can be easily evaluated on the GPU. In this paper, we identify the minimal set of components needed for an X3D application to use spherical harmonic
based PRT, and discuss how further enhancements to PRT can be
implemented, like new basis functions and other features.
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Introduction

Precomputed radiance transfer is a technique that transforms the
rendering equation to frequency space and exploits the rigidness
of objects to speed up the rendering process. Light transfer is precomputed and stored in a compact representation inside coefficientvectors or -matrices, and does not need to be reevaluated at runtime
if the surrounding mesh stays fixed. The integral in the rendering equation can be solved via a dot product of light- and transfervectors within a shader program on the GPU.
X3D is lacking support for PRT. Because PRT changes the rendering pipeline quite dramatically, its implementation is often tedious
within existing rendering frameworks. In this paper, we explore the
major components of PRT and extract the minimal interface that is
needed to build an X3D application using PRT. The major rendering issues are moved to a shader, which on the one hand avoids too
many new X3D node types, and on the other hand improves rendering performance. We also discuss various advanced aspects of PRT,
such as the use of different basis functions as well as methods for
compressing transfer over clusters of a surface.
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Related Work

In [Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan 2001], an image based lighting
technique with irradiance environment maps is presented. The
authors use the spherical harmonic basis to filter spherical images and reuse the low-frequency spherical harmonic (SH) representation to simulate diffuse reflection via environment mapping.
[Jung et al. 2007] presents a first version of the SphericalHarmonicsGenerator node type to introduce irradiance mapping to X3D
[Web3DConsortium 2007] for image based lighting purposes. This
special texture node is used in our paper as one of the building
blocks for an X3D-based precomputed radiance transfer application to generate the light vector in the PRT equation.
In [Sloan et al. 2002], the authors introduce PRT with the spherical harmonics basis. The paper describes the mathematical tools
to precompute transfer functions, simulating diffuse unshadowed,
shadowed and self-reflected surfaces. The major insight here is that
a shortened version of the rendering equation (see equation 2) –
similar to the well-known Fourier transform – can be evaluated in
real time by dotting transfer and light coefficient vectors.
The matrix transfer technique is shown in [Lehtinen and Kautz
2003], which extends PRT to simulate view dependent surfaces.
To do this, surface points save entire transfer matrices instead of
vectors, transforming incident radiance to exit radiance for all view
directions. Because of the amount of data this method generates, a
clustered compression method for coefficient vectors and matrices
with PCA is presented in [Sloan et al. 2003]. Furthermore, a good
overview on global illumination rendering methods on the GPU in
general can be found in [Szirmay-Kalos et al. 2006].
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Prequisites

In theory, PRT shortens the general rendering equation to an integration of incident lighting and a so called transfer function T ,
which contains all other parts of the equation combined together,
but ignoring the emitting radiance Le . Equation 1 is therefore transformed to equation 2.

Lo (x, ω~r ) = Le (x, ω~r ) +

Z

f (x, ω~i , ω~r )Li (x, ω~i )(ω~i · ~n)dω~i
Z
Lo (x, ω~r ) =
Li (x, ω~i )T (x, ω~i , ω~r )dω~i
Ω

This new equation allows to the transformation of its two parts Li
and T to frequency space, exploiting that the convolution integral
can be approximated by a dot product of the n first coefficients Lj
and Tj .
Z

Li (x, ω~i )T (x, ω~i , ω~r )dω~i ≈
Ω

(1)

Ω

X

Lj · Tj

(3)

j

The advantage of this method becomes clear for rigid objects:
the transfer coefficients can be precomputed, thus making a bandlimited approximation of the rendering equation available for real

(2)

time rendering. A popular basis function for PRT is the real spherical harmonic function y(θ, φ), which is conveniently defined on
the domain of a unit sphere and can be easily implemented. One
way to precompute the coefficients is to use a ray tracer and sample the hemisphere of each vertex in an external tool or during initialization. For speed-up our implementation is based on the BIH
approach proposed in [Wächter and Keller 2006].
After the coefficients have been determined, they are uploaded to a
shader where the dot product of the transfer vector of each vertex
with the lighting vector is calculated. The result is the output radiance at that specific location. Since this action merely requires the
storage of the coefficients with a model in a fashion that it is easily
accessible inside a shader, one can simply use vertex attributes or
additional texture coordinates to do this. No additional modification or enhancement of X3D is required at this point.

4

Generator node

In [Jung et al. 2007] it is argued that X3D’s missing support
of global illumination techniques and limited lighting capabilities
would need to be enhanced for mixed reality scenarios. Thus, an
X3D implementation of a simple lighting technique is presented,
namely irradiance mapping [Ramamoorthi and Hanrahan 2001],
which allows the creation of low-frequency representations of spherical images, which in turn can be converted back to textures. These
textures can later be used just like usual environment maps to simulate low-frequency reflection on diffuse surfaces.
The Direct3D API also offers a function call D3DXSHProjectCubeMap[Microsoft 2008] to convert cube map textures into three spherical harmonic coefficient vectors of a given order, one for each
color channel RGB. We believe that this interface can be further
generalized for X3D, with one node type that can handle different parameterizations of spherical images. Thus, a texture node
called SphericalHarmonicsGenerator, derived from the standard
X3DTextureNode container, calculates a set of spherical harmonic
coefficients.
SphericalHarmonicsGenerator : X3DTextureNode {
SFNode
[]
textureProperties NULL
SFNode
[in,out] irradianceMap
NULL
SFString [in,out] mapMode
"auto"
SFInt32 [in,out] numBands
3
SFInt32 [in,out] numSamples
1000
MFVec3f [out]
coefficients_changed
SFFloat [out]
ambient_changed
}

The texture node irradianceMap serves as input to the calculation,
which can internally be analyzed either by unbiased samples or importance sampling for calculating the SH coefficients. The number
of samples is set with the parameter numSamples, which can be
used to gain control over matters of speed versus quality of the internal Monte Carlo integration. Because spherical harmonics are
used to analyze distant lighting on a hemisphere, the texture is usually a spherical image of a certain parameterization, which is set
via the field mapMode. This parameter can be either ”latLong”
(latitude-longitude maps), ”sphere” (sphere maps), ”cube” (cube
maps) or ”auto” for a default mode, changing the internal behavior
of how to access a given texture map to gather samples for a direction (θ, φ). The spherical harmonic order of the analysis, or the
number of bands l respectively, can be set via the field numBands.
The result of the analysis is returned in a vector of length l2 inside the slot coefficients changed. Please note the slight change in
the return type as originally proposed in [Jung et al. 2007], which
now is MFVec3f instead of MFFloat, where each SFVec3f element
carries a coefficient for each color channel RGB.

Another slot that is of special interest to our MR implementation is
called ambient changed: the very first coefficient is computed with
the first spherical harmonic function, which is constant. Therefore,
this coefficient can be used to determine the ambient brightness of
the analyzed texture irradianceMap, which in turn can be used to
parameterize the shadow intensity for standard shadow mapping algorithms. The slot returns the first coefficient scaled to [0; ∞[, with
0 being totally dark and an open end range for brightness.
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Transform node

Spatial changes of surface points do not reflect in their respective
frequency space representation of the transfer vector immediately.
An adequate use for PRT are rigid objects, so only orthogonal transformations are of concern here. Reevaluating transfer coefficient
vectors to match the change at runtime is too expensive, so instead
of updating the transfer vectors, the incident lighting, e.g. an image, can be updated with the inverse transformation and reevaluated. The cost for this update thus narrows down from s surface
transfer vectors to the incident lighting coefficient vector.
A property of certain basis functions like spherical harmonics is
rotational invariance, which allows the construction of a linear
transformation R to project the coefficient vector into a new base
without re-evaluating it; i.e. g(c) = f (R(c)) can be written as
g̃(c) = f˜(R(c)). In case of spherical harmonics, there are several methods available on how to construct such rotation matrices
[Křivánek et al. 2006; Choi et al. 1999; Blanco et al. 1997]. Following these approaches we propose a new X3D node container for real
spherical harmonic transformations, which is defined as follows:
SphericalHarmonicsMatrix : X3DChildNode {
SFMatrix4f [in,out] rotation identity
SFInt32
[in,out] numBands 3
MFVec3f
[in]
set_coefficients
MFVec3f
[out]
coefficients_changed
}

The SphericalHarmonicsMatrix is created from a 4 × 4 rotation
matrix rotation, and a second parameter numBands for the number of bands l, resulting in an internal l2 × l2 representation of
a spherical harmonic rotation matrix. During runtime, a coefficient vector from the SphericalHarmonicsGenerator can be routed
into the set coefficients slot. After that, the transformed coefficients
vector is available via the outslot coefficients changed. This interface aligns with the Direct-3D API definition D3DXSHRotate [Microsoft 2008], which has almost the same interface and thus can be
easily mapped to implement this node.
A spherical harmonic rotation matrix R of order n is composed
of several sub matrices Rl , l ∈ [1, n], as shown in figure 1. This
has several implications: for each band l, the corresponding coefficients in the set coefficients slot can be calculated independently. It
also allows SH matrix multiplications with lower order coefficient
vectors. For this reason, the parameter numBands is given independently and not determined by the length of the set coefficients slot.
Also, fixed rotation matrices can be built upfront and reused.
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Advanced PRT

PRT is a general method to transfer lighting calculations into frequency space. The choice of the basis function thus has significant
impact on the accuracy, speed and memory footprint of the final
rendering implementation. Because spherical harmonics are only
suited for real time computation in low frequency bands, [Ng et al.
2003] has shown an implementation based on Wavelets for rendering more distinct shadows, which has later been used for high frequency BRDF’s as well. Another variant of PRT, temporal coherent

Figure 1: SH matrix composition (taken from [Green 2003]).

all-frequency PRT, can encode higher frequency transfer functions,
but is also more challenging with the implementation.
Related basis functions, such as spherical, zonal- and hemispherical harmonics[Gautron et al. 2004], or families of Wavelet bases
such as the so-called Daubechies wavelets[Daubechies 1992], can
be easily grouped within the same Generator node with an additional field to switch between the different types. Naturally the
question arises if this node can be further abstracted to contain a
switch for all types of basis functions. There are however other factors that indicate whether or not grouping basis functions is easy
or sensible: the type of sampling, which can be used with the basis function, the order of bands and coefficients, and the space for
which the base is defined (like spheres, cubes, etc.). We have left
this question open for further research.
To support transfer functions beyond simple diffuse reflection, view
dependent reflection can be supported with matrix radiance transfer
[Lehtinen and Kautz 2003]. Instead of a transfer vector, a matrix is
saved per vertex, which converts incident radiance to exit radiance.
However, the resulting amount of data for each vertex cannot be
efficiently processed by a GPU. For instance, a spherical harmonic
analysis over 5 bands yields a 25 × 25 matrix per vertex.
A response to these issues is given in [Sloan et al. 2003], where
the authors propose to compress the transfer over a cluster of surface points. The reasoning is that – for small patches of a surface
with low geometric variance – the transfer is stable and does not
differ much within the cluster. Thus the overall signal can be compressed into principal components, reducing the amount of storage and computation complexity dramatically. Clustered principal
component analysis (CPCA) is largely a precomputation step, but
at runtime per-cluster constants need to be calculated. We have left
both mentioned parts open for future development.
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Implementation and Results

We have implemented the nodes described in section 4 and 5 within
the InstantReality framework [Avalon 2008]. A geometric model
is given as input to an external tool, which then calculates coefficients for each vertex and saves them inside the vertex attributes.
At runtime, the SphericalHarmonicsGenerator node creates a lighting vector from a spherical image each time this image is changed.
Because this spherical image is usually also the background image, for convenience we have implemented another background
node, the SkydomeBackground, which derives from the abstract
X3DBackgroundNode. The background texture itself is rendered
on the inside of a sphere surrounding the entire scene. Because
we need support for all types of environment maps, like latitudelongitude maps, this node additionally has an Appearance child

Figure 2: Based on an HDR environment map in latitude-longitude
format the dragon is rendered via PRT within an X3D browser.

node, which allows modification of the texture access within a
shader program, as well as the implementation of a tone mapping
algorithm if a high dynamic range image is used. In figure 2, a
dragon with 240,057 vertices is rendered with such an HDR environment at 60Hz on a GeForce 8800 GTX. The corresponding X3D
code is shown below.
SkydomeBackground {
appearance Appearance {
texture DEF irradianceMap ImageTexture {
url "latlong.hdr"
}
shaders ComposedShader {...}
}
}
Shape {
appearance Appearance {
texture MultiTexture {
texture [
USE irradianceMap
DEF sh_generator SphericalHarmonicsGenerator {
irradianceMap USE irradianceMap
numBands 4
numSamples 1000
mapMode "latLong"
}
]
}
shaders DEF sh_shader ComposedShader {
exposedField MFVec3f sh_coefficients [ ... ]
parts [ ... ]
}
}
geometry ...
}

As shown next, the coefficients vector is then routed to a SphericalHarmonicsMatrix node, which rotates the coefficients to simulate
rigid rotation of the lit object. The transformed vector is subsequently routed to the ComposedShader node, which dots it with the
transfer vector at each vertex within a GLSL shader program.
DEF shMat SphericalHarmonicsMatrix {
rotation ...
numBands 4
}
ROUTE
TO
ROUTE
TO

sh_generator.coefficients_changed
shMat.set_coefficients
shMat.coefficients_changed
sh_shader.sh_coefficients

In figure 3, a MR application is shown. Here, spherical environment images are provided by a fish-eye camera inside the little box

C HOI , C. H., I VANIC , J., G ORDON , M. S., AND RUEDENBERG ,
K. 1999. Rapid and stable determination of rotation matrices
between spherical harmonics by direct recursion. The Journal of
Chemical Physics 111, 19, 8825–8831.
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G AUTRON , P., K ŘIV ÁNEK , J., PATTANAIK , S. N., AND B OUA TOUCH , K. 2004. A novel hemispherical basis for accurate and
efficient rendering. In Rendering Techniques 2004, Eurographics Symposium on Rendering, 321–330.
G REEN , R. 2003. Spherical harmonic lighting: The gritty details.
Archives of the Game Developers Conference.

Figure 3: A Mixed Reality simulation with PRT and X3D.

below the head model. Another camera additionally films the entire
scene, into which the object is merged with the help of a tracking
algorithm – provided by the computer vision subsystem of the InstantReality framework – which controls position and orientation of
the Viewpoint. The object reacts to surrounding lighting via PRT,
because each frame of the fish-eye camera is converted to a coefficients vector, which is transformed by a SphericalHarmonicsMatrix
node according to the object’s orientation, and then used to relight
the model.
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Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented two new extensions to X3D introducing minimal
building blocks for precomputed radiance transfer. The SphericalHarmonicsGenerator node is able to generate a coefficients vector
from a spherical image, whose parameterization can be chosen by
the user as well as the number of bands to be analyzed and the
number of samples to be used. A SphericalHarmonicsMatrix node
is generated from a standard SFMatrix4f for a number of bands.
This matrix can later be used to rotate a spherical harmonic coefficient vector of the same order to simulate the rotation of a rigid
object. Since PRT precomputation can be externalized to a different
application and the rendering process is reduced to a dot product on
a shader between coefficients of the light- and transfer vector, we
conclude that this set is minimal but complete to build real time
capable PRT applications with X3D.
Further investigation is needed on how to implement other basis
functions for PRT and introduce them to X3D, such as Wavelets
[Ng et al. 2004], Spherical Piecewise Bases [Xu et al. 2008] or
Spherical Radial Bases [Wong and Leung 2007]. Also of high interest is whether each one of them requires an independent node
type or if they can be grouped together in large families or even one
final Generator node. To allow more complex BRDF’s and reflection behavior such as subsurface scattering, we would also like to
implement CPCA, but the calculation of per cluster constants needs
further examination to keep the additional changes to X3D at a minimum. What is also left to future developments is the transparent
combination of PRT lighting and standard X3D materials.
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